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THE ANCHOR (,-,Hon4'')· 
RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE OF EDUCATION-
Vol. XXII 
Seniors Vote 
For May Queen 
The annual all-college election 
for May Queen was held recently. 
The candidates were: Mary K. 
Reardon, Sheila Rourke, and Jac-
queline Swindells. The results will 
remain secret until May Day, May 
18. 
Plans for May Day are now 
underway. Sara Kinioan, vice-
president of Student Council, is 
general chairman. She has an-
nounced the theme as: "Dances 
through the Ages". 
All classes will participate. 
The members of the Queen's 
Court from the different classes are 
as follows: 
Senior {:Jass, Ladies-in-Waiting: 
MONDAY, APRIL 17, 1950 
Victorious Seniors 
CANDIDATES REPRESENT 
ALL R. I. HIGH SCHOOLS 
Seniors Victors 
In Song Contest 
No. 8 
Juniors Plan Lavish Affair 
At Rhode Island [ountry [luh 
Sophs Stage The Junior Prom of the Class 
Gala Review of 1951 will be held from 8:30 P.M. to 12:00 P.M., April 22, at 
the Rhode Island Country Club 
"Juke Box Saturday Night" will in Barrington, R. I. Music wilf 
be presented by the Sophmore 
Class on Wednesday, April 26, be furnished by a 9-piece orches-
during the Assembly period. Mr. tra and a vocalist, under the di-
William Ferrara, chairman of tthe rection of Carmen Rady. Bids 
program, has announced that the will cost $5.00. The favors for 
performance will be in the form 0 f the girls promise to be most un-
a musical variety show with a can- usual and of permanent value. 
teen setting. Because the chairman 
desires to have a new, sparkling Formal invitations have been 
show, this presentation will not be sent to all invited guests and a 
a repeat of the Sophomore stunt personal invitation was extended 
or a "Twenties" review. By popular to all the members of the student 
request, the Oharleston will be body via the student buHetin 
featured and Dolores Abbey, 
Florence Piacitelli, Ann Toole, and board. 
Emma Mitchell, Jacqueline Cahir, On wfarch 31 Riceans played An all-college song contest was 
J R t. E t JI Al k · host to the candidates for the 
Clare Hickey will dance this special A special feature of the dance, 
number. to help alleviate the cost of the bid 
oan a ier' s e e u oms, Freshman Class of 19 SO. There held in the auditorium of the 
Virginia Kiernan, Fanny Tavares, Raymond Durigan and Joanne which to some couples might be 
appeared to be a very good repre- school on Friday evening March Hurl will sing a duet. Joseph 
Lila Robinson, and Roberta Butler. 
Junior Class: Jean Mayette and 
Nancy Harrop. 
Sophomore Class: Claire Ran-
kowitz and Carolyn Duggan. 
Freshman Class: Catherine 
M-Odelski and Marilyn Sawyer. 
Choir to Present 
HMS Pinafore 
The Rhode Island College of 
Education Choir is practicing 
"H.M.S. Pinafore" or "Tthe Lass 
That Loved a Sailor" by Gilbert 
and Sullivan. This operetta will 
probably be postponed to a later 
date than the scheduled May 4 
performance because plans are be-
ing considered for using an audi-
torium other than the one at R.I.-
C.E. At present the official date 
has not been decided. 
This nautical comic operetta is 
under the direction of Miss Ger-
trude E. McGunigle assisted by 
Miss Grace Healey. Miss Frances 
Steere has been directing the re-
hearsals in tthe absence of Miss 
McGunigle. The costumes and 
stage settings will be hired from a 
company which specializes in au-
thentic Gilbert and Sullivan 
properties. 
The cast chosen is as follows: 
the Rt. Hon. Sir Joseph Porter, 
K.C.B., George Kanyon; Captain 
prohibitive, is the "installment 
sentation of students from every 24th. The Seniors were awarded Keefe, Richard Stevens, Raymond 
h. h h · h d 
plan" of paying $1.00 per week. 
1g sc ool m R o e Island in- first place; the Freshman, sec- Fontaine, Phyllis Logan, Mildred 
I d. Bl k I l d H 11· JI d R J T ·11 Myron Francis, President of c u mg oc s an . ond place; the Sophomores, third a 1we , an os yn oomey WJ. 
Approxl·mately 300 students enact a skit an<l sing =ecialty the Junior Class, has made ar-. place; and the Juniors, fourth numbers. -,., 
took the examinations, but only rangements for a reduction in. the place. 
150 will be accepted with prefer- . . rental of the tuxedo. Anyone wish-
ence given to those who show an The chairman of_ the Semor song was dedicated to the Jun-
k h ing to avail himself of this ac-interesnn the elementary- course, _class was Barbara H1tchcoc w o iors, their sister class. 
because of the vital need for also wrote the words and music Jane McKenna who was the comodation may do so by men-
teachers in t,hat field. Many in the to their Alma Mater which was chairman of the Sophomore class tioning Myron Frances' name at 
secondary field will also be accept- dedicated to the members of the composed the cheer song. It was the Waldorf Men's Formal Wear 
ed. faculty. The music of the cheer dedicated to their sister class, the when he goes to hire his tuxedo. 
There are more applicants this song was written by Louise Del Seniors. Bill Ferrara wrote both The cost of this is $S.00. 
year than there have been for Santo with words by Jackie Cahir. the words and music to the Alma 
I d d. d h s h The various committees are as many previous entrance examina- t was e JCate to t e op o- Mater which was dedicated to Mr. 
tions. Dr. Whipple, commenting on mores, their sister class. and Mrs. Renato E. Leonelli. follows: 
the number of prospective mem- The words and music of both The Junior class dedicated their General Social Committee Co-
bers of the Class of 1954, said, "In the Freshman's Alma Mater and 
I 
songs to the Seniors, Sophomores, 
al my experience at R.I.C.E., this cheer song was written by the I and Freshman. Norman Kerr 
is the first time additional chairs class as a wh?le with Abe_ Schwad-1 wrote the words of the cheer song. 
ha<l to be placed in the auditorium ron as chairman. Their Alma The words and music of both the 
to accomodate those taking tthe Mater was dedicated to the mem- Alma Mater a~d the cheer song 
Chairmen, Anne Barry and Mary 
Lozito; Favors, Marion Diohep 
and Joseph Talbot; Music, Wil-
liam DeRoin; Publicity, Caroline 
examinations." bers of the faculty. The cheer was composed by the following Magnatta; Invitations, Armand 
people: Nancy Harrop, Norman Lussier. 
Kerr, Emily McCluskey, and Bill 
De Roin. Alumni Backs Building Bill 




A bill backed by the alumni of I ming pool, an auditorium seating • · • 
the Rhode Island College of Edu- 750 persons, and several class- Spring Bridge 
cation was introduced in the Sen- rooms. The Senior-Freshman ,party will 
Alumni of be held on Monday, April 24, in 
its annual 102 at 4:30 announced Roger Ver-
ate recently to give priority to 
construction of a gymnasium-
audtiorium building connecting 
R.I.C.E. with the Henry Barnard 
school. 
Senator Florende K. Murray 
(Democrat - Newport) presented 
the bill for the R.I.C.E. alumni. 
It would put up to the voters in 
November the question whether 
a $1,000,000 t>ond issue should 
be floated to undertake the con-
struction. Proceeds from the bond 
sale also would finance remodeling 
of the present auditorium, relo-
cating administration offices, and 
modernizing the heating plant. 
The bill must be passed by the 
Senate and House of Representa-
tives before being referred to the 
voters for decision. The connect-
At present the Henry Barnard 
school has no gymnasium, and 
the pupils must use the R.I.C.E. 
gymnasium limiting the time 
available to R.I.C.E. students. 
When the Barnard school was 
built in 1926, the original plans 
called for gym facilities, but the 
appropriations were not sufficient 
and the gymnasium. could not be 
included in the plans. Since the 
opening of the Barnard school, 
the enrollment has increased ex-
ceeding the number of pupils esti-
mated in the original plans. Be-
cause of the large number of chil-
dren attending Barnard, the de-
mands on the R.I.C.E. gymna-
sium have been greater and activi-
ties for R.I.C.E. students have 
The Associated 
R.I.C.E. will hold 
spring bridge Friday, April 21, 
at eight p.m. in Room 102. Miss 
Margaret M. Sullivan is general 
chairman and Miss Mary Mc-
Cusker, Alumni President, will 
serve ex-officio on all committees. 
Other committee chairmen are: 
Mrs. H. Theodore Beauregard 
and Mrs. Samuel Stiness, tallies 
and score cards; Miss Mary Mc-
Cusker and Joseph J. Young, Jr., 
arrangements; C. Owen Ethier 
and Aaron DeMoranville, decora-
tions; Mrs. Frank E., Greene, 
publicity; Miss Sara Kerr and 
:Mrs. Louise Griffin, college spe-
cial. 
Also included on the commit-
been limit-ed. tees are: Miss Rae K. O'Neil and 
meersch, Social Committee chair-
man of the Senior Class. The 
Seniors and Freshmen are to come 
dressed in costume for this affair. 
A prize will be given for t,he 
most outstanding costume. The 
costume may be ridiculous, odd, 
or beautiful and picturesque.· 
The Freshmen will be enter-
tained by members of the Senior 
Class. Following the entertain-
ment, a buffet supper will be served 
in the cafeteria. 
Corcoran, Richa·rd Alberg; Ralph 
Rackstraw, Wayne Lougheed; 
Dick Deadeye, Joseph Devine; 
Bill ,Bobstay, John Kennedy; Bob 
Becket, Ray Lombardi; Josephine, 
Barbara Hitchcock; Hebe, Gloria 
Dobson; Mrs. Cripps, (better 
known as Little Buttercup), Alma ing link would contain men's and 
Ethier. women's gymnasiums, a swim-
The College of Education was Mrs. John Fernala, tickets; the 
Continued on Page 5 Continued on Page 3 
The follow committee chairmen 
have been selected: Invitations, 
Emma Mitchell; Entertainment, 
Jane Hovey and Jean Martin; 
Name Tags, Lois Bood. Roger Ver-
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New Addition to R. I. C. E. 
Education in the past few months has occupied 
much of the nation's spotlight. Congress initiater 
this situation by its federal aid-to-education bill. 
Since that time newspapers and magazines have 
publicized the critical need for teachers and mod-
ern school facilities throughout the nation. Recent-
ly a local paper carried a series of articles on the 
status of education in Rhode Island. The crowded 
conditions in many classrooms, the need of more 
good teachers, the effect of poor teaching on chil-
dren-all were included in the survey. A right con-
clusion drawn from the report is that Rhode Is-
land needs more teachers and schools, especially 
in the elementary field. It is obvious that Rhode 
Island College of Education is designed to meet 
that need. Unfortunately, R. I. C. E. experiences 
the same crowded conditions as the schools through-
out the state. 
A glance at the first page of the Anchor will 
show that the R. I. C. E. Alumni have sponsored 
a bill to provide a new addition and improvements 
at the College. This proposal, now in the Senate 
Finance Committee, would have to be voted upon 
in a general referendum at the polls in ovember 
provided that it passes the General Assembly. A 
new auditorium, men and women's gymnasiums, 
a swimming pool, and several classrooms are pro•• 
vided for in the bill. The present auditorium leaves 
much to be desired in the way of better seating 
arrangements, staging facilities, and acoustics. Our 
gymnasium must be used by men's and women's 
gym classes, W.A.A. and M.A.A. athletic events, 
and also by the Henry Barnard school pupils. 
Riceans must have a more extensive background 
in physical education if we are to carry out the 
program set by the State Department of Education. 
New classrooms, with a science laboratory, also are 
needed. 
One minor clause in the bill has provided some 
opposition. The clause states that the building pro-
ject for R.I.C.E. will take precedence over any 
other building program undertaken by the State 
Colleges Board. Rhode Island State wishes to build 
an agricultural-science building, and this would 
have to wait if the R.I.C.E. bill were passed. With 
the exception of minor repairs made after the hur-
ricane in 1938, R.I.C.E. has had no improvements 
since its founding in 1898. In the past year or two, 
Rhode Island State has constructed dormitories, a 
science building, and a drill shed. Without dwell-
ing on the merits of one proposal as compared with 
the other, it is suffice to say that the bill for im-
provements at R.I.C.E. is long overdue. 
The Alumni have taken the initiative in span-
coring this proposal. Although most of the student 
body will not be here at R.I.C.E. to enjoy these 
improvements, each student should be vitally in-
terested in the outcome of the measure. Only time 
and the Rhode Island General Assembly can tell 
what will happen to Senate Bill 2477, but 5000 
teachers and students are extremely interested. 
Quarterly Examinations 
Like the child who must eat his vegetables be-
fore receiving any desert, students at R. I. C. E. 
must submit to the necessary quarterly examina-
tions before enjoying their spring vacation. Every 
THE ANCHOR 
time examinations approach, the old controversy of 
the value of such tests arises. When students re-
view, not cram, for these quarterly tests, they are 
doubtedlessly increasing their comprehension of 
the material covered while at the same time pro-
. curing the necessary background with which to 
link new work. When students cram the night be-
fore the tests, they are proving only their ability 
to memorize facts in a short length of time. 
Upon investigation the Anchor discovered that 
Riceans as a whole neither approve nor disapprove 
of quarterly examinations. Some students, however, 
are confused at the inconsistency of the practice. 
If quarterly examinations are effective means of 
review, study, and evaluation, students argue, why 
are tests not required in all courses? If f!Uarterly 
examinations are not efficient teaching methods, 
why are they required in any course? There seems 
to be no concrete solution to these questions since 
the particular situation would determine the an-
swer. On the whole, Riceans seem to be satisfied 
with the situation as it now stands. Perhaps some-
day the value of quarterly examinations will re-
veal itself to us as teachers. 
LETTERS TO THE EDTIOR 
This column is ope11 to letters from ·member,- of tlie .swde11t body, faculty and 
other perso11s i11te.-ested i11 the college. Letters must be signed, but names. will be 
111it/,/ie/d from pri11t and treated as confidential if a specific ,·eqttest to do so t.s made. 
Editor: I Dear Editor: 
In the last issue of the Anchor, Many times this year I have 
!read an article by Robert Shields, been tempted to complain about 
entitled: Kadelphians. In this this matter; but now, it seems, I 
article, Mr. Shields states that tlhe 
Brothers of Epsilon are looking for must. If I do not. I do not belong 
a home. in the teaching profession. 
Rather a strange thing, I 
thought, a fraternity without a 
home? somewhat like the Man 
without a Country. 
Looking into the matter, I 
learned that bhese upstanding 
young men called desk-space in a 
hallway, and a smal bulletin board, 
home. 
At other colleges, fraternities 
have homes to call their.own, rang-
I have been taught here at the 
college that the most important 
preparation for teaching at any 
grade level is to write out a good 
lesson plan. In one class, I have 
been obliged to do so thrice; eaoh 
time my lesson plan (and seventy-
five percent of my comrades') is 
returned with a little suggestion-
Co]lege vs. Class Spirit Desk-space and a bulletin board. 
ing from a room or two to a large 
According to the purpose of the Iron Anchor building. What does R.I.C.E. offer? 
do it over! ! ! Again I must sit for 
two or three hours and wonder, 
expressed in the College Handbook, the system of At this time, Kappa Delta Phi 
award was designed to foster college and class spirit. • 
sweat, and wander. 
Now like some, dear editor, my 
1s running a raffle; for whose bene-
Once again, the members of the Class of 1951 have fit? The R. I. Association for the 
earned possession of the Iron Anchor, since they 
name has never graced the Presi-
dent's List, nor is my name likely 
are so far ahead in points now that no class could Blind · Not one penny will these 
possibly overtake them. This paper wishes to con- Brothers of Epsilon receive for 
gratulate the Juniors and join with the rest of the llheir efforts, the total proceeds will 
student body in adding that they truly deserve the be turned over to the R. I. Associa-
coveted title "Anchor Class". tion for the Blind. 
to be seen in Who's Who but, I 
would like to offer what, I feel, is 
a solution to the problem of lesson 
Contrary to the original purpose of the Anchor, I would like to make a request 
plans: before demanding a lesson 
plan from a student-TEACH however, the Iron Anchor in the past year has come of each and every Ricean: "Look 
to symbolize rivalry. It may be evidenced in around in your travels through the HIM HOW to write one!!! Simple 
each of the four classes and their relations with stately halls of R.I.C.E. and see if enough, do you not think. 
one another. To whom the students owe the greater You can find some space mor~ suit- B 
allegiance is a vital question at R. I. C. E. The Y th e way, a few profs evi-able for this character building or- d answer is obvious. Citizens are Americans first of ently think they have done so. I ganization, Kappa Delta Phi, than 
all; Rhode Islanders next. By the same token, stu- d k . have been told, however, that a 
dents owe greater loyalty as Riceans than as Sen- es -space m a hallway and a 
iors, Juniors, Sophomores, or Freshmen. The re- small bulletin 'board. true test of one's teaching success 
cent Song Contest offered an excellent opportunity Respectfully is the results obtained. 
to show college spirit. Possession of the Anchor had C. Harrington, '53 A Bewildered Student 
been decided; consequently the forty points award- 1-----------------------~..:..::..:=....::::.==.:.:..:: 
.ed for the winners of Song Contest should not have 
caused inter-class rivalry. Each class could have 
entered the contest with the intention of entertain-
ing the students with its songs in a rally of college 
pep, spirit, and good will. What really happened 
was entirely different. 
The weeks preceeding Song Contest were 
marked by a lack of interest concerning the whole 
t:adition. The chairmen had such difficulty get-
ting students to attend rehearsals that the possi-
bility of abandoning the procedure was contem-
plated by more than one class. As the actual dav 
approached, however, students became enthusiastic. 
and class antagonisms with cut throat competition 
reigned once more. Absent were words of encour-
agement and wishes of good luck as classes vied 
to win. Class rivalry again had devoured college 
spirit. 
When the evening of Song Contest finally ar-
rived, each cla:'s proclaimed its undying devotion 
to R. I. C. E. m its Alma Mater and cheer songs. 
The stu?ents sang of college, not class, loyalty. 
Many R1ceans left the auditorium wishino- that this 
sentiment would be adopted throughout the four 
classes. This paper is inclined to agree that there 
is a need for more college spirit and reminds the 
students that the present is not too early to begin. 
Publicize R. I. C. E. 
Everyone in the student body has not doubt 
at some time or another been met with a blank 
stare when telling where he or she attends college. 
Many people in Rhode Island do not know about 
R. I. C. E. or else they believe it to be part of 
State College in Kingston. Loyal Riceans are proud 
of their individuality, however, and squirm when 
referred to as members of the Normal School or 
State. 
It is the duty of every student therefore to 
inform the people of Rhode Island 'what work is 
being done at R. I. C. E. in the field of teacher edu-
~ation under ~~e. handicaps of limited space and 
inadequate fac1ht1es. By telling friends of the need 
for a new gymnasium, auditorium and classrooms 
the news will soon encompass the entire state'. 
Remember, it is the voters of Rhode Island who 
will decide whether we receive the new addition 
and the duty rests partly upon the student body 
to convince Rhode Islanders that our college de-
ser~es it. This project offers an excellent oppor• 
tumty to show some college spirit. 
THE RAMBLING REPORTER 
This is the second in a series of I "Personally, I don't think ad-
student opinion polls conducted by mission should be charged for dra-
the Anchor. It is hoped that readers ma tic league and choir presenta-
will submit suggestions for poll tions, and athletic events. Since 
topics of interest to the entire stu- each student pays his activities fee 
dent body. For consideration this at the beginning of the school year 
monllh the Anchor has proposed the I. think that is sufficient to permi~ 
question "Do you think admission him to attend the above mentioned 
presentations free of charge." ... 
should be charged for dramatic and Alice Hermiz, Sophomore. 
choir presentations and athletic "D fi e nitely not! The majority 
~vents?" of the people who come to athletic 
events are students, and therefore 
should not be charged admission. 
Lack of publicity outside of school 
accounts for low attendance at dra-
n:atic league and choir presenta-
t10ns. Charging for such activities 
would not solve the problem." ... 
Patricia Keough, Sophomore. 
"I think that in certain activi-
ties, such as play productions and 
ceive some reimbursement." ... operettas, admission should be 
charged to persons outside the stu-Roberta Butler, Senior. 
"I think we should charge ad-
mission to plays and choir pro-
ductions because those presenta-
tion are always entertaining and 
worthwhile. Many people not 
affiliated with the college attend 
these performances. The organiza-
tion spend much time and money 
in presenting them, and should re-
dent .bo<ly, but not to students." 
"Perhaps we could charge ... Harold Merritt, Senior. 
visitors admission to plays and There should be no oharge unless 
choir productions, but allow the those clubs concerned are in need 
students to attend for half-price or of money. I would suggest also that 
for no charge. Because the athletic in some instances c;harge be made 
events are primarily of student and proceeds from those events be 
given to such causes as ,the 
interest, I do not think we should R. 
charge admission to tihe games." 
... Maureen Doran, Freshman. 
"No! It is difficult to persuade 
the students to attend the affairs 
now. If we tax their pocketbooks, 
we shall find ourselves playing to 
empty seats. I am completely 
opposed to the idea of charging 
admission." ... Al Goodwin, Fresh-
man. 
icoled." ... Virginia Kiernan, 
Senior. 
Admission to these events should 
not be charged. We students pay 
an annual activities fee and this 
should entitle us to attend any pre-
sentations which student groups 
sponsor. As for an admission fee 
for outsiders is concerned, I tlhink 
we at R.I:C.E. can do so well that 
no price can be fixed." ... Caroline 
Magnatta, Junior. 






The fiftieth anniversary of the 
Fraternity was celebrated April 
14. Fifty years ago that night, a 
group of fourteen men met at a 
dinner table to discuss the po si-
bility of forming an organization 
to promote fraternal brotherhood 
and to advance the interests of 
educational schools and colleges. 
So serious did they believe their 
purpose to be that they wasted 
no time in following through with 
their plans. That very night saw 
the organization of Alpha Chapter 
of State Teachers College in 
Bridgewater, ~1assachusetts. Kap-
pa Delta Phi was born. 
Who's Who in liappa liappa Holds Annual 
Who's Who in Kappa Delta Phi 
was announced officially. The list 
of members and their titles are as 
follows: 
As a child, the new chapter was 
at first weak, but as time passed 
other educators became interested 
and the enrollment list grew rap-
idly. At the age of twelve it found 
new friends at the State Teachers Edward H. Bourke, National 
College in Salem, Massachusetts, Representative, Class of 1949; 
and in a very short time a new John Converse, President of the 
chapter _ Beta Chapter _ was Alumni Association, Class of 1949; 
functioning successfully. Robert F·. Shields, President of the 
To faithfully describe the birth Undergraduate Body, Class of 
of the other seven chapters would 19 SO; orbert Salois, Vice-presi-
dent of the Undergraduate Body, take many pages. The success and 
Class of 1950; Richard J. Kells, accomplishments of all the chap-
Secretary of the Undergraduate ters however, cannot go unmen-
tioned. It was Beta Chapter which Body, Class of l 9S0; George W. 
Gallipeau, Treasurer of the Under-gave its entire membership dur-
graduate Body, Class of 1950; 
ing World War I to the Armed Raymond Fontaine, Chaplain of 
Forces. Gamma Chapter at Keene the Undergraduate Body, Class of 
Teachers College in Keene, New 1952; and Lawrence Wildgoose, 
Hampshire, instituted the Gamma Social Committee Chairman, Class 
Chapter award of a silver loving of 1950_ 
cup to the male student with the Class of 1950; _ ormand W. 
highest scholastic average. Zeta Barnes, George Gallipeau, Richard 
Chapter at State Teachers Col- J. Kells, Raymond Lombardi, Nor-
lege in Farmington, Maine is bert Salois Leo Savoie Robert F. 
the sponsor of an intermural gram- Shields, J~hn Trombi, Edward 
mar school basketball league. Ep- Silva, Roger Vermeersch, and 
silon Chapter of the Rh~de I~- Lawrence Wildgoose. 
land College of Education m Class of 1951: Gilbert Bulley, 
Providence, Rhode Island, ~as I ~yron J. Francis, Michael J. 
the honor of a generous and active Grady orman Kerr, Armand J. 
alumni who work with the chap- Lussie;, Jerome McCarthy, 
ter in many fields of charitable Thomas McVay, John Nassar, 
philanthropy. John Wood, Vincent Trainor, 
The purpose of Kappa Delta Joseph Devine, Phillip Oliver, John 
Phi is being accomplished daily. ~1cCambridge, and William De-
Men who are interested in edu- Rain. 
eating posterity have banded to- Class of 1952: Walter C. Little-
gether and have formed something field. William Welch, Joseph 
worth while. And the success of Keefe, Raymond Fontaine, Rioh-
the fraternity seems to have been ard Stevens, Thomas Dunn, 
extended, by the will of God, to its Stanley Nawrocki, Robert T. Pic-
members. Brothers of Kappa chionne, Norman Tucker, Arthur 
Delta Phi have proved themselves DeTonnancourt, and Matthew J. 
and have become United States Clancy. 
Senators, presidents of State Col- -------------
leges, school superintendents, 
headmasters, principals and edu-
cators of note. Coming from all 
walks of life, they have lived up 
to Kappa's ideal of "Brotherhood 
towards all and enmity towards 
none." Were no greater tribute 
paid to Kappa Delta l'hi on its 
fiftieth anniversary, its history 
would suffice. 
Presidents Talk It Over 
C:onvention May 6 
The national branch of Kappa 
Delta Phi will hold its annual 
convention in Boston, Massachu-
setts on Saturday, May 6. This 
year the convention wilJ be high-
lighted by a fiftieth anniversary 
celebration. 
The convention will begin Fri-
day evening, May 5 and will con-
tinue alJ through Saturday. Lec-
tures, panels, and a banquet wilJ 
be featured on the convention pro-
gram. The Epsilon Chapter of 
Kappa Delta Phi of Rhode Island 
College of Education will be rep-
resented by the officers and most 
of its members. Robert Shields, 
undergraduate chapter president 
of Kappa, expressed his belief 
that, since Boston is so close to 
Providence, the entire member-
ship of thirty-six undergraduates 




Winners of the raffle con-
ducted by the fraternity were 
announced in the chapel exer-
cises on April 16. 
First prize, a gift certificate 
for twenty-five dolJars was won 
by James Corrigan, a special 
here at R.I.C.E. A watchband, 
the second prize was awarded to 
F. Kivelan of Newport. Thomas 
Dunn, a member of the Class of 
1952, sold t,he winning ticket. 
An Evans cigarette lighter was 
given to Mrs. E. Cothart, third 
prize winner. Mrs. Cotheart is 
an aunt to Dick Stevens who 
sold her the ticket. 
Proceeds from the raffle were 
given to Rhode Island Commun-
ity Work-shop. This organiza-
tion helps physically handi-
capped people. 
_\.LUMNI 
Continued from Page 
:-Jisses Caroline E. Haverly and 
::\Iary E. :vlcLaughlin, candy; 
:vliss :Margaret Salesses, refresh-
ments; :-lrs. Joseph Hurley and 
}Irs. Frank W. O'DonneIJ, special 
prizes; ~1rs. William McLaugh-
lin and Mrs. Thomas Wright, 
table prizes. 
3 
Proud Kappa Emerges 
From Humble Beginnings 
In 1928, the men of the Rhode 
Island College of Education, under 
the guidance of Brother Carl 
Porter-Shirley, at that time a grad-
uate student at the college, abolish-
ed a locaJ organization known as 
Delta Pi and formed what is now 
Epsilon Chapter of Kappa Delta 
Phi. Like every beginning group, 
the founding members of Epsilon 
underwent a constant struggle for 
survival. T,he desire for a firm 
bond of brotherhood, however, was 
embedded deep in the hearts of 
rather Porter-Shirley and his com-
panions and, as a result, the fra-
ternity survived the perils of in-
fancy. 
During the years between its 
beginning and the start of World 
War II, Epsilon has more than 
done its share in promoting educa-
tion and the fraternal spirit. The 
national body accepted three of the 
Brothers for the position of Na-
tional President. They were: H. 
Gordon Pilkington, 1932-1933; 
WilJiam Loughrey, 1936-1937; and 
Aaron DeMoranville 1943-1947. 
The President's Cup, an award 
presented to an outstanding 
chapter by the National body has 
been won by the Epsilon men five 
times. Other awards, too, ibave 
been obtained by the group, and 
individual ,Brothers. 
The academic year 1945-1946 
witnessed a rebirth of Kappa Delta 
Phi at the College of Education. 
Due largely to the efforts of 
Brothers Emerson K. HalJ and 
Aaron DeMoranville, and other 
members of the old guard, the 
fraternal spirit one more had its 
taproots planted at the college. 
Elections were held, and a regular 
meeting schedule established. Ep-
silon was once again an active or-
ganization. 
From 1946 until the beginning 
of the academic year 1948-1949, 
Epsilon underwent the trials which 
usually attend reorganization. 
With Walter Huse as president, 
Epsilon made its bid for recogni-
tion in September of 1948. Meet-
ings were held at the college and 
third degree ceremonies were pre-
sented on the campus. 
In December, 1948, the Brothers 
of Kappa Delta Phi sponsored a 
Christmas party for eighty under-
privileged children from one of the 
state institutions. The party was a 
tremendous success, and the men 
of Epsilon, if ever they had doubts, 
had concrete proof that an organi-
zation such as theirs had a very 
definite place in an institution of 
higher learning. 
"Hazing Week'', long a must in 
fraternal organizations, was estab-
lished during t,hat same year. The 
candidates for membership went to 
all their classes attired in the most 
outlandish garb ever to grace the 
forms of potential pedagogues. The 
fraternity increased its member-
The record of Kadelphians can 
speak for itself where the academic 
and social aspects. of the college 
are concerned. We had Brothers 
accepted into Kappa Delta Pi, tibe 
honor society. The newly estab-
lished President's List contained 
the names of Epsilon men. Stu-
dent government was guided by 
the able hand of Brother Converse, 
who, incidentally, was supported 
in his labors by other Kadelphians. 
"Who's Who", another of the 
,honor groups, accepted Brother 
Bourque as a member. Kappa men 
held various class and club offices 
during the year. In short, every 
activity and organization, aca-
demic or social, was found to con-
tain a representative group of the 
Brnthers of Kappa Delta Phi. 
Fifty years have passed since 
the founding of Kappa Delta Phi. 
Twenty-one of tiliese years saw 
the birth and growth of the fifth 
oldest chapter, Epsilon. 
During its twenty-first year of 
existence, Epsilon Chapter had as 
its president Robert F. Shields. 
This year saw the membership of 
the unit increase by better than 
one hundred percent. Epsilon has 
become a close-knit, active member 
of the organizations of the College 
of Education. 
In December the Brothers of 
Kappa Delta Pihi, instead of con-
ducting a Christmas party, joined 
forces with the Mothers' Club of 
Henry Barnard School in an 
attempt to bring Christmas cheer 
to some of the less fortunate 
families of the area surrounding 
the college. As added fulfilment of 
the pledge of philanthropy, the 
Brothers conducted a raffle, the 
proceeds of which were donated to 
one of the organizations for the 
handicapped. 
The highlight of this year is 
going to be the 50 Anniversary 
Convention in Boston. From 
reports given, it is assumed that 
Epsilon will have a one hundred 
percent attendance. If sucih is the 
case, the students of R.I.C.E. will 
have another trophy to display, 





Waukesha, Wis. - (J.P.) -
Student C:oundl To 
Revise Point System 
THE ANCHOR 
Art Room Gets 
Spray Booth 
KADELPHIANS 
Robert F. Shields 
the Alumni-Undergraduate Ban-
quet in May. 
One of the most important 
Three-hour final examinations 
were held recently at Carroll Col-
.lege rather than the two-hour 
The annual point revision con- A spray booth has been added 
·'In spring a young man's fancy pieces of business conducted dur-
exams which have been customary 
in former years on this campus. 
The change was approved by 
the administrative committee a 
year ago in view of the fact that 
the former schedule of three two-
hour examinations per day con-
centrated the exam period in too 
short a time, working hardship on 
the students, ·particularly those 
whose exams happened to be 
bunched together. 
Two tliree-hour sessions are 
scheduled each day under the new 
plan so that examinations will now 
be spread over a period of seven 
and a half days. This will allow 
students more time to prepare for 
each test and it is also believed 
that, having three hours, the stu-
dents will feel Jess "pushed" dur-
cerning office holding in tilie college · · ·" Well, you know the rest. It recently to the Art Room equip-
is being undertaken by Student seems that this year, the young 
Council. The new plan will take ment for th e use of the Ceremics man was none other than our own 
effect September 1950. class. Brother Gallipeau. Yes, George 
Under the chairmanship of Mrs. Edith Becker, Art In- said "I do'' on the 10th of the 
Wayne Lougheed assisted by Hazel structor, stated that the spray 
f 
. . h month. ongratulations, George, we Flanagan and Sydney Williams, booth will greatly ac1lttate t e 
the committee are striving towards process of glazing. After the clay all wish you the very best of luck. 
a fairer distribution of offices at has been modeled and sponged, 
R.I.C.E. Because of certain dis- and dried, it is placed in the kiln 
crepancies and omissions in the for basque firing. When the clay 
Handbook Chart, it was moved in has cooled, the students sponge it 
Council by Vice-president Sarah to remove any imperfections. A 
And, Betty, you have our sincerest 
wishes for every bit of happiness. 
Take good care of "G. G.", Don't 
worry about him on the nights he 
Kinoian that correction be made. color scheme is devised, and the atte nds meetings, we'll watch out 
The officers of the various organi- model is placed in the spray booth for him. Again, may everything 
zations concerned in the change where it is sprayed with either that is good come to both of you, 
are being consulted. T·he approved matt, enamel, gloss, or semi-gloss. and may all your days be filled 
report will be submited to Hand- Later the model is returned to the with sunshine. 
book Editor Alice Hermiz in the k.l f I d fi · 'I n or gaze nng. Epsilon men •had the pleasure of 
near future. Because each student is work- playing host to a number of alumni 
To date the only corrections ing on an individual project, the 
made have been the points for members at their meeting on class is conducted informally. editors of the Anchor. Four points March 21. Among those present Mrs. Becker supervises the class C 0 were awarded to the Advertising were . wen Ethier, Aaron F. De-and gives added assistance to those -.1 'II Manager which through an over- n oranv1 e, Joe Salvatore, John who need it. The enrollment is sight had formerly received no 
1 
onverse, Ed Bourque, Jue Young, 
Re · t L H B d. imited to 15 because of the gis rar awrence · eau ID points. In all other cases points and Gene ·Bouchard. The meeting 
stated that this change is "in remained the same or were reduced amount of individual instruction which was highlighted by first 
ing the exams. 
keepl·no wi'th the type of schedule necessary. There are 14 seniors d · f H o two points. Changes in points for egree ceremomes or arry West-
whl.ch has been · ffe t · and one sophomore in the class. f h m e c ID many class officers also are being contem- cott, was one o t e longest on 
schools for many years." plated. Under the present system Members of the class have al- record. It lasted for better than * * * * ea:ch class officer receives a differ- ready made ashtrays, statuettes, t,hree hours. I might add, that not 
Pittsburgh, Pa.-(1.P.) -The ent number of points. Plans are vases, and candy dishes. Some of one minute of the time was wasted. 
first planning meeting of tlie insti- very indefinite at the present time, these items are now on display in It was good to have the alumni 
tutional representatives of the new but the committee hopes to reach the library. _ members present. Brother De-
American Council of Education satisfactory agreements. <><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><> Moranville addressed the body and 
project in evaluation in general <><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><> ◊ 0 gave us the benefit of his opinions 
education, held recently at Penn- g 8 g Congratulations g on various policie of our organiza-
sylvania College for Women, was ◊ BEST WISHES ◊ ◊ ◊ tion. After having met some of the 
characterized by the interest in ◊ ◊ ◊ ◊◊ older members of the organization, 
f h I
. d ◊ 
8 
◊ the undergrad Brothers are more 
ing the pa t weeks was the nomina-
tion of Brothers DeMoranville and 
Hall as candidates for the Award 
of ~lerit which is presented to out-
standing Kappa men at the annual 
convention. \:Ve realize that there 
are other Epsilon men deserving 
of the honor. Unfortunately, how-
ever, there are only two awards 
per year. Until such a time as we 
are able to present the award to 
all who have labored for the frater-
nity, let the knowledge that we o 
the undergraduate body realize 
and appreciate their labors act as 
a substitute. 
Did you know that the athletic 
talents of the Greek Letter Men 
were not confined to the field and 
gym? As proof of this statement, 
I offer the W.A.A. skating party 
on the 29th. A number of the 
Brothers showed up at this affair 
(I might add, a number went 
down, too), The fellows had a good 
time, though, and all agree tha 
Mr. Underhill is a real sport-ou 
nomination for "Mr. Good Spor 
of 1950". Caroline, when are we 
going to have the opportunity to 
try our sea-legs again? 
During the past month, Kappa 
a comparitively small group in tilie 
college, has called upon the student 
body for a number of things 
Riceans, one and all, answered the 
call. The uccess of the raffle and 
the dances i a small part of the 
proof. A major di play of this 
spirit of cooperation between the 
student body and the fraternity 
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Kappa Delta Phi 
on its 
THE A.N[HOR 50th Anniversary 50th ANNIVERSARY 
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Mrs. Becker's 
Art Work Sold 
The "Blissful Bison", a piece of 
ceramic sculpture, made by Mrs. 
Edith C. Becker, was purchased 
recently by the Fine Arts Depart-
ment of the University of Pitts-
burg, Pennsylvania. 
The "Blissful Bison" was a part 
of the Ceramic :--l"ational traveling 
show which has been on tour for 
THE ANCHOR 
over a year. The statue has been 
on eicllibit at most of the major 
fine arts museums, including the 
famous Metropolitan Museum of 
Art in New York City. The win-
ning contributions of a contest 
conducted by the Ceramic Nation-
al in Syracuse, New York were in-
cluded in the tour. Of the 1,142 
pieces from 446 artists submited to 
the judges, only 455 works by 274 
artists were accepted. Since the 
size of the show had to be greatly 
reduced for traveling purposes, 
Mrs. ,Becker was indeed honored 
by having her piece judged out-
standing enough to be seen by art 
critics throughout the country. 
Blissful Bison 
Here 'n There 
With Phyllis Flanagan 
Juniors Seek 
Constitution 
I'm a couple of weeks late but 
I can't resist commending the The Junior Class at a recent 
Cowl for its beautiful green issue 
meeting elected a committee to that came out just before St. Pat-
compose a class constitution. rick's Day. 
Members of the class of 1951 
have long felt the need for a writ-
ten constitution. According to 
Myron Francis, president of the 
class of 1951 "the purpose of the 
KA.DELPHIANS constitution is to systemize the 
Continued from Page 4 functions of the class; its second-
however, shows itself in this issue ary goal is to act as a basis for 
of the Anchor. In order to insure clearly defined powers of the class 
complete coverage, pictures and officers." Mimeographed copies 
all, of the fraternity's golden anni- have been distributed to all mem-
versary, the classes and various bers for study. After any neces-
organizations in the college very sary or new clauses its adoption 
generously purchased the ads will be voted upon at the next 
which you see in this issue. class meeting. 
STUDENT REACTIONS VARIED 
AT CLOSE OF SPRING RECESS 
Spring vacation has ended, and 
the students have returned to 
classes witili renewed vim, vigor, 
and vitality-or so the romanticists 
would have us believe. The Anchor, 
however, noticed many wan, hag-
gard faces, and naturally we inves-
tigated the situation. 
The men of the colege admit that 
they spent much of the vacation 
Ti! then they must continue to 
sing that immortal classic: 
Spring is sprung 
The grass is riz 
We wonder where our Anchor is! 
The industrious sophomores 
wiled away their liesure hours by 
writing term papers. Now their 
favorite pastime consists in describ-
ing the Providence Public Library 
in detail. Of course there were the 
Bridgewater's Campus Com-
ment recently asked this question: 
Do you thing an instructor should 
give the students an idea of what 
his exam is going to be like and 
what it is going to cover? Here 
are three of the answers: 
"No. I like crossword puzzles." 
"Not merely an idea-the an-
swers, already yet!" 
"Examinations are a refined in-
strument of intellectual sport and 
should be approached in a sport-
ing manner fitting the sporting 
man. We, the intelligentia, should 
shudder at the prospect of· an un-
fair advantage." Abigail Abstin-
ence. 
Evidently our friends at Bridge-
water are concentrating on exams. 
In the same issue: 
"YOU WOULD" 
I like exams 
I think they're fun 
I never cram 
I never flunk one-
I'm the professor. 
All right, so I like poems, but 
I just have to get in this next 
one. By the way, it's dedicated to 
any boy ( are there any?) going 
to the elegant dance to hear the 




Juniors Bombard R. I. C. E. 
With Prom Publicity 
If there is any Ricean who does· Even the paper napkins in the 
not know that the Junior Prom is caf have been put to use. Glance 
going to be a "dreamy dance" at one and you can read all the 
with "mystic music" and "fabu- vital facts of the Prom-time, 
Ious favors" in a 'classic club," it date, place, and price. ot only 
is not the fault of the Prom pub- the napkins, but the sandwiches 
licity committee. Since the mid- sold in the caf have been drafted 
die of March, the usually somber for duty. In each of them is a 
walls of R.I.C.E. have been cov- note announcing the "dance of 
ered with posters of every size and the year" and advising us to use 
description announcing the Jun- the installment plan. The plan is 
ior Prom-the only strictly form- designed to ease the burden on our 
al dance of the year. usually low bankrolls. Through -it, 
The publicity committee, which we can obtain a ticket to the Prom 
is under the chairmanship of Car- by paying one dollar a week for 
oline Magnatta, has found many five weeks. 
novel ways to bring the Prom to The "mystic music" at the 
the attention of the student body. Prom will be furnished by Car-
Among them is the personal invi- men Rady and his ten piece or-
tation each student has received chestra. As for the "fabulous fav-
"requesting the honour' of his ors," Junior soc i a I committee 
presence at the Prom. co-chairman Mary Lozito declines 
The committee seems to have to say. "Come and see," is Mary's 
made its greatest efforts in the only comment. 
cafeteria. On one wall is a large It was interesting to note that 
poster containing all the catch the walls returned to their sombre 
phrases used to attract the stu- state a week or so before Easter 
dent's eye. On the opposite wall vacation. Your reporter will not 
is a gold-lettered invitation sim- attempt to solve this mystery 
ilar to the ones received by the since he is still working on the 
students. Around the rest of the Iron Anchor disappearance. If the 
room are silhouette cut-outs de- publicity given the Prom is an in-
picting dancing couples. One of dication of what the dance itself 
the signs even admonishes us with will be like, however, everyone 
the words: "You be there!" should all have a "terrific time." 
Helicon Extends 
Entry Deadline 
The deadline for submitting 
manuscripts for publication in 
the Helicon has been extended to 
April 19th. The extension was 
given so that students might use 
the spring vacation to write for 
the Helicon. 
All material should be typed 
and no name should appear on 
the entry. An envelope contain-
ing the name of the entry and the 
name of the author should accom-
pany each manuscript. Both the 
manuscript and the envelope 
should be put into the Helicon 
drawer in the bookcase in the 
Anchor room. 
BUILDING BILL 
Continued from Page 1 
biult in 1898. Since that time, 
with the exception of minor re-
pairs made after the 1938 hurri-
cane to shower baths, rooms, and 
the fireproof stairways, there have 
been no physical changes at 
R.I.C.E. 
usual number of diligent individ-
guarding their prize possessions uals who worried so much the first 
against the ravages of spring clean- few days of the vacation that they 
ing. One young gallant expressed I were forced to spe~d the rest_ of 
d rrow because be always th~ ';eek recuperatmg from Just eep so bhmkmg about term papers and 
seemed to have homework to do other such mundane matters. 
whenever a dish towel was waved A few freshmen mathematicians 
suggestively in front of his nose. delved through texts, charts, and 
Roses are red 
Violets are blue 
Orchids are ten bucks 
Would dandelions do? 
P. S. If you think it's going 
work, don't blame me. 
Material will be judged by the 
members of the Helicon staff who 
are: Emma Mitchell, editor; 
to Ruth MacLean and Patricia Mc-
Recently there has been in-
creased pressure concerning phy-
sical education in two ways-to 
elaborate more on the physical fit-
ness program for preparation of 
teachers and to train physical edu-
cation teachers to meet the de-
mand. For the preparation of phy-
sical education teachers, adequate 
facilities are needed, including 
the complete use of a new gymna-
sium and a swimming pool. At 
the present time, R.I.C.E. is not 
equipped to put a physical educa-
tion major into its regular curri-
culum. Students must attend sum-
mer school if their interests lie in 
physical education. 
An essential part of the respon-
sibility of R.I.C.E. is the prepara-
tion of secondary school teachers. 
The College now has observation 
and practice for elementary and 
junior high teachers, but it does 
not have facilities at the senior 
high school level. The additional 
construction would provide rooms 
for a small senior high school lab-
oratory school. 
Filled with righteous indigna- definitions, and have finally con-
tion, many of the young women are 
conducting a search of the campus. 
They maintain that during their 
absence, some dastardly villain 
tried to inject air into Sigma Rho I 
The seniors ihave been propelling 
paper airplanes around the cafe-
teria. A psychiatrist would say that 
this implies a frustration of some 
type. It does. After days of re-
search and experimentation, the 
seniors still are unable to find a 
way to go with the wild goose. 
The juniors also returned 
crushed and disillusioned. It seems 
they had hoped Peter Cottontail 
would return the anohor via the 
bunny trail. They have organized 
a committee to adapt the nostalgic 
ballad "There Will Be One Vacant 
Chair" to their present plight. 
cluded that x equals the unknown 
quantity. Obviously affected by 
this momentous discovery, another 
gr~up has begun a novel entitled 
·'The LostVariable" or 1'John's 
Otiber Derivative." This is the 
same group who startled the world 
with the announcement of their 
new theory of education, "Never 
bite the hand that writes ,the 
mark!" 
After searching through a dozen 
physiology and medical books, The 
Anchor has decided that Riceans 
have contracted a highly contag-
ious malady which neither rpenicil-
lin nor sulphur drugs will cure, and 
which is not covered by Blue Cross 
-Spring Fever. At ,the last in 
quiry, students were reported in 
as favorable a condition as could 
be expected. 
A question for the girls sport-
ing "a girl's best friend" on her 
third finger, left hand: How did 
you announce your engagement? 
I'll bet you never thought of this 
one from the Wes tern Washing-
ton Collegian. 
One of the girls was faced with 
the problem of how to let her 
friends know about her newly ac-
quired diamond in a slightly dra-
matic fashion. Her solution-she 
threw rocks in the dorm windew, 
each with a brief and simple note 
attached: "I got him." Rumor has 
it that those standing near the 
window are still suffering from the 
shock. 
If you like the exciting, sus-
pense-filled drama, try "The 
ad Saga of a Sorry Soph, or Woe 
to John Doe" in the March 15th 
Carthy, seniors; Inez Joost and 
Loretta Duggan, juniors; Ray 
Durigan and Alice Hermiz, sopho-
mores; and Abe Schwadron and 
Kathleen Ball, freshmen. 
issue of the Cowl. What pathos, 
what suspense! It's one of those 
continued next-time affairs so I'll 
have to bite my nails for a while 
worrying about poor John. 
Well, kiddies, I guess my nick-
el's just about up. The Albany 
State College News reports that 
they are now having growing 
pains in the form of new con-
struction. So I'll leave you now 
with this encouraging thought-
someday our classes may be in-
terrupted and our ear drums split 
with the noise of new construc-
tion. Could be! 
The bill has the endorsement of 
the Associated Alumni of R.I.C.E., 
Institute of Instruction of approx-
imately 5,000 teachers and the 
state Parents and Teachers of 
Rhode Island. This appropriation 
is not being requested in order for 
greater expansion, nor in order to 
increase greatly the enrollment of 
the student body, but in order to 
provide adequate facilities neces-
sary to carry out preparation for 




By "Pete" Bertani 
Basketball 
Congratulations are in order for 
all participants of the "Intermur-
al Animal Basketball League." 
We all know that the success of 
the league wouldn't have been 
possible without Mr. Brown's sup-
ervision and "Cap" Asermely's 
fine job as high commissioner. 
future in the field of education be 
as successful. 
Yes sir! my predictions on the 
outcome of the Animal League 
did come true and the final results 
are as follows: 
Team Won Lost High Scorer 
Tigers 7 0 Lanoue (168) 
Weasels 2 Francis ( I 12) 
Panthers 2 4 Vangel (28) 
Skunks 2 5 Dunn (64) 
Bears 7 Tracey (32) 
The prizes for the champs are 
individual trophy awards which 
were chosen by the high commis-
sioner. 
The highest scoring freshman 
was Dick Hammond who hooped 
in 86 points. 
Big Mike 
Our retired sports e d i to r , 
"Mike" Francis, is by far an ex-
ceptionally talented gentleman. 
Mike is a graduate of East Provi-
dence High School where he par-
ticipated in football, track, bas-
ketball, and baseball. In 1945 he 
was a member of the New Eng-
land Basketball Tournament in 
which East Providence competed. 
Mike also acclaimed a position in 
the National Honorary Journal-
istic Society while he was writ-
ing for the Quill and Scroll. 
At present Mike is the president 
of the Junior Class and treasurer 
of the M.A.A. 
Keep up the good work, Mike! 
Good luck. 
Track 
Track officially opens April 
15th for the Blue and Gold. We 
hope that the RICOLEDS will 
have a very successful season with 
Mr. Brown at the helm. 
What's My Namei 
I hail from La Salle Academy 
where I ran cross-country and 
outdoor track for the Maroon 
and White. I work part time in a 
local A&P and I'm a newcomer 
to the RICOLEDS track forces. 
I've been told I look like my older 
brother, whom you all know. 
What's my name? 
The name of the person feat-
ured in the last issue of the 
ANCHOR was. Ray Lanoue. 
ANCHOR ENTERTAINS 
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The basketball season was 
brought to a climax on March 15th 
brunettes in their last encounter 
with the blondes defeating the 
by the slight margin of 32-28. 
This was the third win for the 
blondes in a series of four games. 
Many thanks to Mrs. Allendorf, 
our referee, to Pauline Harting-
ton, our manager, and last but not 
least to the blondes and brunettes 
for their fine display of sports-
manship and splendid work in 
making this "49-50" basketball 
season a great success. 
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"I SAY IT"S A NEW RECORD. DAUGHERTiY. A NEW RECORD/" 
For the past three weeks the 
gymnasium has been the scene of 
a group of young athletes playing 
badminton every Friday afternoon 
under the guidance of Mrs. Allen-
dorf. As a result of this constant 
practice, the girls have developed 
a great deal of new skills and 
techniques and seem prepared to 
display them in an elimination 
tournament. All girls, therefore, 
are urged to choose their partners 
so that this tournament can get 
under way as soon as possible. 
This warning also applies to all 
male members of the college in-
terested in this sport, as a mixed 
tournament is also being sched-
uled. 
PERSONALS 
All the Sophomores have definite 
"vacation" plans. Art term papers 
assigned a month ago, are due the 
day we return. 
Famous saying-Alice Hermiz's 
"I move that nominations cease." 
Norma Bloomer seems very 
anxious to have something done 
about limiting the number of tests 
to two a day. It was a tough week. 
Most interesting hobby of the 
week-Phyllis Cambre's granite 
work. 
Seniors are spending one day of 
vacation viewing some Warwick 
schools where they hope to teaah. 
Juniors held an engagement 
party for Patricia Monahan in the 
cafeteria the other day. Pat was 
presented with an electric toaster 
and best wishes from all her class-
mates. 
We understand that the May 
Queen Candidates had some 
trou'ble getting their pictures. 
Night letters, telegrames, and 
special deliveries flew! 
Intellectual Curosity Revealed 
at R.I.C.E.: Does the red "stuff" 
grow in olives? No, Ann, it doesn't. 
Question of the Month: How 
many men, did you say, took the 
entrance exams? 
Definition: 2Y's they R-2Y's 
they B, IC they R-2Y's 4 me 
Math Teachers 
Modern English: 
G'~et? No, g'ou? 
Not j'ete. 'Stew bad. 
Found inside the cover of a 
math book: 
Good girls love their brothers, 
So good have I grown; 
I love other girls' brothers, 
As well as my own. 
their Journalism Clubs in the work 
of the association and invite them 
to attend the convention. 
W.A.A. Holds 
Bike Hostel 
The W.A.A. sponsored a hostel, 
the second of its season, at Wyom-
ing, Rhode Island on Tuesday and 
Wednesday, April 11 and 12. 
Peggy Reinsant, W.A.A. Vice-
president, was chairman of the 
affair. About twenty-five girls left 
early Tuesday morning to begin 
their trip. Some took the train to 
Kngston and bicycled from the 
station to tihe Hostel site; others 
took a bus to Wyoming, hiking 
from the bus stop to the camp a 
mile away. According to the Jaw 
regarding hostel camps, all campers 
must arrive either on bicycles or 
on foot. ature hikes, picnics, and 
songs around a campfire added 
much to the hostel. 
The time of the hostel coincided 
with the spring vacation and stu-
dents wer~ able to spend two days 
in the country. The spring hostel 
was but another of the many ac-
tivities planned by the W.A.A. to 
enrich the extra-curricular life of 
the women students. 
Don Patterson 
Lectures Here 
Dr. Don F. Patterson discussed 
"Working Regulationshi,ps Within 
School Sta,ffs" as guest lecturer for 
With spring in full bloom many 
outdoor activities are now being 
ushered in. Softball is the predom-
inating sport at the present time. 
Wednesday afternoons have been 
reserved for this invigorating sport 
in hopes that everyone will take 
advantage of the campus which 
is much in demand these days! 
On rainy days "spring training" 
will be carried on in the gymna-
Nature Notes 
The ature Club members have 
been invited by Dr. Charles 
Smiley to view the stars at the 
Ladd Observatory on Friday, 
April 28 between 8 and 10 p.m. 
This invitation is cordially ex-
tended to all Riceans and their 
guests. 
Professor Frederick Tuttle's grad- Last year Dr. Smiley with the 
uate course in school supervision, aid of a telescope explained the 
on March 20. travels of the sun, moon, and 
Dr. Patterson is the Assistant stars. Those who went assured 
Director of the Division of Ele- everyone that they enjoyed them-
mentary and Secondary Education selves greatly. This trip should 
in Washington, D. C. He is one of prove to be even more interesting. 
the foremost authorities on super- This trip to Ladd Observatory 
vision. is only one of the activities plan-
Dr. Patterson maintained that 
ned by the Nature Club for the 
teachers will co.pe wi th any type of spring season. Those who are in-
behavior problem wi th in their un- terested in orchids will be inter-
derstanding and ability if the en-
vironment enables them to do so ested in knowing that a visit to 
an orchid grower is planned for He also stated that any process 
with teachers and between teachers May. Watch th e bulletin board 
for further information. or the children witih whom they are 
working is supervision. 
Booklets Show 
College Life 
Last week, 5,000 copies of a 
six page folder entitled "Teaching 
-The Keystone of the Profes-
sions" was distributed by Dr. 
Fred J. Donovan to prospective 
R.I.C.E. candidates for recruiting 
purposes. The cuts, provided by 
the 1950 RICOLED gave not 
only a view on the social and 
academic life here at the insti-
tution to outsiders, but also a pre-
view of the contents of the college 
yearbook to present college mem-
bers. Informal shots of the lunch-
hour in the cafeteria, girl's soc-
cer team on the field, and mem-
bers of the Charles Carroll play-
ing cards depicted the leisure mo-
ments well-occupied. F o r m a 1 
group pictures of the men's soc-
cer team, mixed choir, May Day 
court and Class Day provided a 
more serious tone to the pamphlet. 
Dr. Donovan said that he wishes 
to thank the RICOLED staff for 
its spendid cooperation in making 
this pamphlet possible. 
Another RI COLED feat u re 
about which students have heard 
this week is a sixteen page pic-
torial supplement which will be 
added to the book because of the 
splendid cooperation in finance un-
derstanding given by the students 
of all classes at their class ·meet-
ings recently. 
sium under the superv1s1on and 
coaching of Mrs. Andrews and her 
assistant, D o t t y Christiansen, 
"Duffy" Hartington, and "Tuffy" 
Reinsant! Lots of luck to our new 
manager' "Meg" Beattie who will 
be doing everything in her power 
to make this season a successful 
one. 
Meet the ga,,gtll 
Tom's 
Coffee Shop 
Coffee - 5 cents 
Where ¥ OU ,aw AYS 
Shop U1ith Confidence 
Members of the Anchor staff 
played host to the Rhode Island 
Intercollegiate Press Association 
on Saturday, April 1 at the col-
lege. A discussion of plans for the 
annual R.I.I.P.A. convention was 
held at the meeting. Reports were 
given concerning the letters which 
were sent out to the various high 
schools of the state. Many enthu-
iastic replies were received from 
principles of these high schools 
stating their approval of the as-
sociation. 
Many of the high schools will 
participate in the various panels 
planned for the convention. Bry-
ant College will conduct the con-
vention in their auditorium. It is 
planned for May 6 and the com-
mittee have begun work already. 
Patricia McCarthy and Joan 
Stacy of R.I.C.E. are members of 
the committee. 
There are two other guest lec-
tures scheduled for future classes 
On May 1, Miss Eva G. Pinkston, l 
Executive Secretary of the Depart-
ment of Elementary School Princi-
pals, 1 ational Education Associa-
tion, Washington, D. C. will speak 
COLLEGE BOOK· STORE 
Representatives from R.I.I.P.A. 
will visit the high schools of the 
state to interest the members of 
lN'fERCOLLEGIA'l'E PRESS 
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However, each had been asked to 
indicate a second choice, and so 
for the purpose of this first meet-
ing six sub-committees met in an 
evening session, in groups of four 
to six, sitting in with a group rep-
resenting either a first or second 
choice. 
on "The Place of Professional As-
sociation in Educational Leader-
ship." On May 9, Dr. L. M. 
Brownell, Sterling Professor of 
Educational Administration of I 
Yale University and President of 
the State Teacher's College-New 
Haven will discuss "Superintend-
ent and Supervision". These lec-
tures are open to the public. 
• "T" Shirts with Seal 
• Sweat Shirts with Seal 
• Plastic Book Match 
Covers 
• Head Scarf with Seal 
• Stationery 
• Car Seals 
• College Supplies 
• Kleenex 
• Stamps 
• Catchall Products 
